Fulton County Schools
Seed Fund Gets
Great Ideas off the
Drawing Board and
into the Classroom
October 2014
“We found through the charter system framework
that our schools are excited for opportunities
to try new ideas inspired by their strategic
plans,” says Superintendent Robert Avossa. “We see the Seed Fund as a
chance for schools to take a fresh look at their needs, engage governance
councils, and put some money toward their ideas to see if they work.”

Introduction
Nineteen Fulton County schools are stepping outside of the box in 2014 with
innovative school projects, thanks to $2.6 million allocated in “Seed Fund”
grants. Managed by the non-profit Fulton Education Foundation, the Seed Fund is
designed to help schools get great ideas off of the drawing
board and into the classroom. It was created through a $7.8
million allocation from the Georgia General Assembly to the Fulton County School System on
the basis of its charter system status. Fulton is in year three of its five-year transition to a charter
system – a governance framework that supports local school decision-making and flexibility over
one-size-fits-all state mandates.
The state funding, provided to all of Georgia’s charter systems on a per-pupil basis, was allocated with few requirements
other than it must support local school governance and the charter system model. While many charter systems chose to
fund personnel or supports districtwide, Fulton wanted to use the dollars differently. Fulton recognized that funding of
this amount could provide an opportunity to spark new ideas in the district’s 100+ schools and allow the district to live
out a critical component of the charter system – empowering local school governance councils.
“Supporting creative ideas and innovative practices is essential to customizing each school’s program to fit the needs
of their community,” says Superintendent Robert Avossa. “Seed Funds are an investment, directed by our business
community, in innovative projects that are aligned with each school’s strategic plan.”
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Fulton County Schools Believes
in Local School Control

“When the charter allocation came from the State, we saw
this as the perfect opportunity,” says Mr. Zeff. “And we
found that the Fulton Education Foundation was interested
in getting more involved in the district’s core work. The
Foundation was structured effectively and ready for the next
step of engagement. They had committed people who could
get things done.”

Fulton’s charter system status allows schools to request
waivers of policies or laws that are standing in the way of new
strategies and improve student outcomes. But just removing
legal barriers does not guarantee that schools will change the
way they serve the children of their community. In order to
create a culture of innovative approaches
to improving results, Fulton knew it had
to encourage risk-taking and uncommon
We made a decision
thinking. “We made a decision early on to
early on to promote
promote innovation,” says Ken Zeff, Fulton’s
Chief Strategy and Innovation Officer. “As
innovation. As a charter
a charter system we were given a degree of
system we were given a
flexibility from the state to think creatively
degree of flexibility from
about how to inspire and reward new ideas.
the state to think creatively
We saw a need to have some early wins for
our students and schools, create excitement,
about how to inspire and
and make some bets on what strategies
reward innovation.
might work.”

“

“One of the goals of the Seed Fund
program was to bring the Fulton Education
Foundation into the strategic work of the
district, reviewing applications and making
decisions, and also building relationships
between the Foundation Board members,
and the principal and teachers at the
schools,” says then-Broad Resident Patty
Foglesong, who organized the application
and presentation process.

To ensure that the Seed Fund dollars
would be spent creatively yet efficiently,
the business leaders who make up the
– Ken Zeff, Fulton’s Chief Strategy
The Seed Fund project is guided by the
Foundation Board were asked to help
and Innovation Officer
district’s core belief that each school is
design the process including developing
unique, and what works for one school
guidelines and application criteria, as well
won’t necessarily work for another. As Korynn Schooley,
as evaluating proposals and prioritizing those that had promise
Fulton’s Director of Governance and Flexibility, explains,
to move the school’s strategic plan forward. Foundation Board
“We believe the best decisions are made by those closest to
member Peter Herbert embraced the mission and encouraged
the students, not by someone in the central office. The Seed
his colleagues to take on the project, which included a
Fund program is a great way to put these principles into
“presentation day” when principals, Governance Council
practice, especially because it actually provides schools with
members, and teachers would present and justify their funding
a means of funding new ideas.”
requests to the Foundation. On this day, the Foundation’s Seed
Fund Committee, made up of business owners and executives
“To create a culture of school-level ownership, schools had to
of large companies, heard 39 different proposals from schools
be encouraged to try different ideas. “We had a tolerance for
in Cohort 1, the first 20 schools that transitioned into Fulton’s
failure, to encourage the schools to try new things. It could be
charter system framework. Mr. Herbert said he learned more
politically hard for a school to suddenly and change afterschool
about what happens in a school in that one day than in his
activities, for example, so we sought to create an environment
three years on the Foundation Board.
where it’s okay to try new things. This type of support, where
we say ‘tell us how your idea is critical to the success of your
strategic plan – and we will fund it,’ builds muscle, and shows
that the school’s governance council and plan matter. It creates
an environment, an eco-system, that supports local school
empowerment,” says Mr. Zeff. It also supports the district’s
core belief that decisions about how schools allocate their time,
resources, and money are best made at the school level.

”

Involving the Fulton Education Foundation
Fulton already had an established Foundation, and as district
leaders looked for the right team of people to manage the Seed
Fund process with objectivity and efficiency, the Foundation
was a perfect fit.
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“The Seed Fund project is
different, as it reaches into the
individual schools, and gives
the Seed Fund Committee an
opportunity to understand the
kinds of needs that occur at
specific schools,” says Darlene
Trigg, Executive Director of the
Foundation. The Seed Fund
allows us as business leaders to
listen and learn from schools
about the challenges they face,
and then help support their
creative problem-solving,”
echoes Mr. Herbert. “It also
offers us the opportunity to
really dive into the thinking
and strategic direction of the
district.”
about $140,000. Trends emerged in the requests, such as
increased rigor, STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering
Applying for a share of the Seed Fund
and Math), professional development for
required a great deal of thought and
teachers, inventive ways for students to
collaboration between a school’s principal
recover credits and graduate on time, and
and its Governance Council. Schools had
The Seed Fund allows
ways to use talented and gifted teaching
to prepare a multi-page application with
methods schoolwide. But each grant will
us as business leaders
an executive summary, a detailed project
help solve a unique problem the school
to listen and learn from
budget and action plan, and a 20-minute
has highlighted in its strategic plan.
presentation for the Seed Fund Committee.
schools about the challenges
Seed Funding has allowed Camp Creek
The Foundation encouraged schools to think
Middle School to create an alternative
they face, and then help
differently, but also cautioned them not to
to suspension that includes personalized
support their creative
innovate just for innovation’s sake. Rather,
instructional support with technology,
problem-solving.
a strong application would clearly articulate
targeted guidance counseling, and work
how receiving this grant from the Seed Fund
readiness skills. Roswell North Elementary
– Peter Herbert, Fulton Education
would support the school’s strategic plan.
School and Sandtown Middle School
Foundation Board member
have a new focus on STEAM (Science,
Seed Fund applications were evaluated on
Technology, Engineering, Arts, and
four equally-weighted objective criteria:
Math)
as
a
framework
for project-based learning and the
concept originality; community impact; feasibility; and quality
integration
of
STEAM
concepts in the classroom. And some
of submission. Additionally, submissions were judged for their
funding
requests
were
simple,
but will have big returns, such
departure from business as usual, alignment with the school’s
as Hembree Springs Elementary School’s grant to provide
strategic plan, and clarity. Presentations in the corporate
transportation to school events for parents who need it.
conference room surroundings of North Highland, the global

Applications and Presentations

“

”

consulting company that hosted the presentation day, were
scheduled every 20 minutes for the entire day, leaving the
business leaders with piles of paper ‘leave behinds’ and a whole
new appreciation of the inner workings of a school.

Schools’ Strategic Plans
Drive Seed Fund Requests
In its initial year of awards, the Fulton Education Foundation
approved 27 requests, with a per-project average award of

Centennial High School’s Governance Council chair and
parent Karen LeCates recalls the process involved in the
creation of Centennial’s strategic plan the year before, a
precursor to applying for any grant. “We reached out to
parent groups, business partners, and civic and governmental
leaders with an online survey,” says Ms. LeCates “It gave us
nuggets of information and a base for creating our strategic
plan. A clear take-away from our strategic planning process
was the realization that our graduates need to be more
technologically adept.”
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Centennial saw the Seed Fund opportunity as a way to address
this strategic area of focus. Preparing the grant application was
a collaborative effort that involved Ms. LeCates, students, a
teacher representative, and the media specialist. “We put our
heads together and said, ‘Let’s revamp our media center into
a Learning Commons.’ Our Governance Council members
agreed, as this request would support our strategic plan and
survey results, and would require significant funds we were
unlikely to find elsewhere.”
Principal Kibbey Crumbley explains that they approached
the Seed Fund application and process by vowing that
requested funding would be used 100% in support of
student achievement in the school. “We had developed a
clear strategic plan with three specific long-term outcomes:
access to personalized learning for all students; achieving the
highest levels of learning for all students; and service learning
opportunities for all students. Using these goals to guide
our conversations, we brainstormed how we could best use
our Seed Fund money to lay the foundation for something
innovative and amazing for our kids. Our School Governance
Council enthusiastically endorsed the re-imagining of the
media center concept, and several members of the Council,
accompanied by a team of Centennial students, visited
technology-rich campuses across Atlanta, to envision the new
‘Learning Commons’ hub we proposed to the Seed Fund
Committee, and are now enjoying, thanks to the Seed Fund.”
Westlake High School was able to expand its school day
SAT prep course through Seed Fund. Unlike privately run
programs, Westlake’s SAT prep is an elective course taught
during the school day by SAT tutors, with no cost to students.
When Westlake began offering SAT prep last year, the
school’s average SAT score was ranked at the 25th percentile
nationally. “In one semester, the average score from one SAT
administration to the next went up 130 points, almost 40
points per section, among students taking the class. Kids are
now excited about taking the SAT,” says Westlake interim
principal Alexandra Bates.
Westlake’s strategic plan aligns with Fulton’s district-wide
goals for 100 percent of Fulton’s graduates to be career ready
and 85 percent college ready by 2017. “It’s about more
than just getting into college,” says Ms. Bates. “It’s about
not having remedial status; it’s about really being ready for
college. Increasing Westlake’s SAT scores also increases career
possibilities for students. We’re developing young people who
can learn and solve problems collaboratively, think critically,
and articulate their thoughts effectively. SAT prep is not just
memorizing. It requires a lot of deep thinking.”
The Governance Council and parents at Westlake initiated
this program, wrote the Seed Fund application, and got the
message out about how SAT prep must be a high priority for
kids. “We as school staff had to build a case for SAT classes,”

says Ms. Bates. “Then we all sought parent buy-in. It’s a
community approach to problem solving.”
The school’s Seed Fund award allowed Westlake to add a
teacher for a before-school class as well as for its seven schoolday classes. Westlake also offers free online SAT prep access
to tenth, eleventh, and twelfth graders, and to ninth graders
for a nominal fee. Additionally, notes Ms. Bates, “We’re
planning a three-week SAT boot camp just before the fall SAT
administration for students not enrolled in SAT prep. We
wanted to build our SAT prep program without cutting other
positions to fund it and Seed Fund answered the need.”
Across the district, Mountain Park Elementary School was able
to launch a daily 50-minute enrichment period in science and
social studies with Seed Funds. Teachers are now using higherlevel thinking strategies and collaborative problem-solving in
their instruction with all students. The school’s strategic plan
had asked, “What can we do differently to create more rigor
and challenge, which would lead to more students exceeding
standards?” The daily enrichment period clearly fit these
strategic needs. “What we’ve built is actually a professional
development model,” says Principal Stacy Perlman. “Yes,
wonderful things are happening for kids, but the true goal
of this initiative is supporting teachers in changing what
instruction looks like at our school. We brainstormed with
our Governance Council, visited a school using this model,
and brought back suggestions. It was a team effort putting
the application together, with the assistant principal and
Governance Council working collaboratively toward a shared
vision.”
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Seed Fund allowed Mountain Park to launch the daily
enrichment period at all grade levels this fall, including a
fourth grade unit on force and motion featuring obstacle
courses, a Westward expansion unit that had students building
land bridges, and a second grade economics unit challenging
students to weigh the pros and cons of cupcake purchases.
“We definitely would not have been ready to launch this work
in this school year without having been able to pay teachers
to work on units over the summer,” says Ms. Perlman. “The
Seed Funds also allowed us to hire a coach to train and guide
the teachers as they developed their new subject units, and to
provide feedback as they are teaching the units now. There’s
a huge increase in the level of engagement for students and
teachers. Teachers are tweeting photos and activities every day,
and there’s excitement in the air.”
Although Mountain Park’s program is
only in its first unit rotation, teachers and
students are already amazed. “For it to have
gotten off to such a great start is more than
promising,” says project-based learning
coach Wendy Kelly. “We couldn’t have done
this without the Seed Fund. The beautiful
thing about the Seed Fund is that it creates
opportunity for innovation with dollars
attached. Otherwise it’s just a wish.”

While the greatest win of the Seed Fund program is the
number of new opportunities available to students, a valuable
byproduct of the funding process has been the deepening
of the relationships between schools and business partners.
Principals found enjoyment and value in speaking to the
Seed Fund Committee on presentation day. “When we were
designing the Seed Fund program, we had discussions whether
the ‘in-person’ component was even necessary,” says Mr. Zeff.
“It turned out to be one of the most important takeaways,
both for the presenting principals and the Seed Fund
Committee. Principals said it was a very different experience.
They were really happy to be there and to have people
interested in their ideas and giving them their time. One said
that applying for a grant is usually faceless; you don’t ever see
who the materials are going to.”

“

The Seed Funds also
allowed us to hire a coach to
train and guide the teachers
as they developed their
new subject units, and to
provide feedback as they
are teaching the units now.
There’s a huge increase in
the level of engagement for
students and teachers.

“We appreciate the support of our business
community,” said Mr. Zeff. “Business
members make up the board of our Fulton
Education Foundation and they used
their expertise to evaluate proposals and
distribute the money, which is unusual –
usually we’re asking them for money. In
this instance, they were making the award
decisions and asking questions about how
the money will be used.”

Georgia’s Lieutenant Governor Casey Cagle,
who led the creation of Georgia’s Charter
Systems Act, is proud of the way the charter
system movement is revolutionizing schools’
As the Seed Fund program moves into its
– Principal Stacy Perlman,
focus on innovation and achievement.
second year, its reach will extend to more
Mountain Park Elementary School
“Fulton County School’s Seed Fund
than double the number of schools. The
award program is a great example of how
second cohort of 37 schools will be eligible
our charter system funding allows schools to craft new and
to apply for Seed Funding, so Fulton’s staff is looking at how
effective solutions outside their usual budgets,” says Cagle.
to adjust the application process to accommodate the total of
“The application and award process challenges schools to
57 eligible schools while still ensuring a thorough review. To
come up with new ideas tailored to the needs of their specific
ensure equity across the district, the Seed Fund committee
communities, and I applaud Fulton County Schools for its
is committed to allocating at least $2 million to each of the
commitment to our children’s future.”
district’s four learning communities over the initial three years
of the process.

Reflections and
Looking Forward

”

In addition, the district’s Research and Program Evaluation
department is supporting schools in monitoring and evaluating
each grant. While the full impact of some grants will not
be evident for a few years, tracking the implementation
and reviewing data along the way will help schools to make
adjustments as necessary. The goal is for evaluation data to
inform the continuation of programs, determine whether they
should be scaled-up and implemented in other schools, or
discontinued if the return is not worth the investment. “We
know that not every ask and grant will work,” says Ms. Trigg.
“Innovative ideas are not going to work every time. But we
won’t know the results of a new idea until we try it.”
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Seed Fund Awards Spring 2014
Central Learning Community
School

Project Title

Project Description

Grant Funds
Awarded

Heards Ferry ES

International
Baccalaureate
Primary Years
Programme

Preparation and application to become an International Baccalaureate Primary
Years Programme School to be allow students to begin an IB programme in
elementary school, as the IB curriculum is already available in the feeder middle
and high schools.

$153,450

Paul D. West MS

PDWMS
Technology
Project

Provide student response systems for all students to encourage and enhance
active learning through differentiated instruction. The systems will allow teachers
to access student learning and progress instantaneously, and engage disengaged
students in unprecedented ways.

$130,000

Riverwood
International
Charter HS

Recovery

Implement the Riverwood Recovery Program to help struggling students to
graduate on time with their cohort.

$10,160

Spalding Drive
Charter ES

STEM
Enrichment and
Instructional Lab

Improve collaborative STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math)
instruction for students and teachers through focused professional development
and creation of a STEM Instructional Lab.

$106,970

STEM Initiative

Woodland aims to become Fulton County's first STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math) certified Elementary School. The STEM initiative will
be implemented by development of a STEM lab with the necessary materials,
technology and space to accommodate and facilitate activities such as engineering
design, experimentation and problem solving.

$198,833

Woodland ES

Central Learning Community Total $599,413

South Learning Community
School

Project Title

Project Description

Grant Funds
Awarded

Camp Creek MS

Alternative to
Out-of-School
Suspension

Onsite school-based alternative suspension program to provide students with
personalized instructional support enhanced by technology; targeted guidance
counseling to support student psychological and vocational development;
instruction in 21st Century Skills curriculum designed to help students improve
work readiness skills through developing critical thinking, problem solving,
communication and collaboration skills.

Randolph ES

21st Century
Teaching and
Learning

Execution of effective 21st Century learning and teaching through creation of
inspired classrooms.

$117,668

Sandtown MS

Sandtown
STEAM Model

Implement the STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Math) Model
through a stronger focus on technology and the integration of STEAM concepts in
classrooms.

$135,364

Stonewall Tell ES

Digital Media
Arts Program

Design of digital media arts course and incorporation into visual arts curriculum for
Kindergarten through fifth grade.

$199,647

SAT Preparation
Program

Public-private partnership with Applerouth Tutoring Services that allows Westlake
to prepare students for the SAT who otherwise may lack the transportation,
motivation or resources to study through a more traditional weekend or after-school
course; and to build a school-wide culture focused on college.

$74,844

Come West
Program

Come WEST (Working toward Excellence through Studying and Teamwork) has
two components: Come WEST8 and Come WEST9. Come WEST8 is a yearlong
program in which 8th grade students from feeder middle schools take Honors 9th
Grade Literature and Composition and Coordinate Algebra for high school credit.
Come WEST9 is a 3-4 week summer intensive available to all rising 9th graders in
which participants take rigorous classes in English, math and college and career
readiness, while also participating in field trips and team-building activities.

$104,505

Westlake HS

$152,918

South Learning Community Total $784,946
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Seed Fund Awards Spring 2014
Northeast Learning Community
School

Project Title

MIDAS

Project Description
Assess all students using the MIDAS (Multiple Intelligences Development
Assessment Scale) to help students and teachers develop a deeper understanding
of students' abilities. MIDAS demonstrates to students how to use strengths and
weaknesses, boosts self-esteem and risk-taking, and motivates students to learn
more and to learn deeply.
Provide TAG (Talented and Gifted) endorsement for all teachers to prepare them

TAG Endorsement to implement project and inquiry-based learning in the classroom to improve
students' critical thinking skills.

Abbotts Hill ES

Autrey Mill MS

Centennial HS

$2,500

$70,622

Enrichment
Cluster Model
(Materials)

Create enrichment cluster model classes to extend student learning as well as
increase student engagement. Students in Kindergarten through fifth grade will
participate in enrichment activities using tangible teaching materials. Programs
will be determined based on student and teacher interest, and business partner
participation.

$6,000

UCONN
Confratute and
Renzuli

Provide teachers professional development through the Renzuli program to prepare
teachers to engage students through deep and critical thinking and hands-on
learning.

$31,150

Interdisciplinary/
STEM Learning

Implement an interdisciplinary educational model that consciously applies
methodology and language for multiple content areas to examine a relevant central
theme. Implementation will begin with a pilot of an interdisciplinary program,
Odyssey of Discovery. The program uses expeditionary learning strategies which
challenge students to think critically and take an active role in their communities,
resulting in higher achievement and greater engagement in school.

$161,532

Fair and
Appropriate
Fitness Training
for Female
Students

Expand Centennial's fitness capabilities to offer a wider range of options to female
students in order to raise participation rates in elective classes by the female
population and to create a better-rounded, positive atmosphere for all students.

$10,330

Transforming
the Media Center
into a 21st
Century Learning
Commons

Transform the Media Center into a model 21st Century Learning Commons,
creating new learning and teaching spaces that leverage students' current
technology savvy; encourage and support personalized learning opportunities; and
provide a true hub for educational innovations.

$189,778

Dean of
Students/Testing
Coordinator

Creation and hiring of a new position, a full-time Dean of Students/Testing
Coordinator responsible for planning, organizing, and overseeing the administration
of all state-mandated and academic testing at Northview High School. A dedicated
Dean of Students will assume work currently being done by the counseling and
administrative staff, allowing them to focus efforts on student support.

$70,608

Health Sciences
Program

Outfit a state-of-the-art Physical and Sports Medicine program that will offer
Northview students the opportunity to take classes in a field of high interest.
Physical medicine classes will be implemented utilizing partnerships with the local
medical community.

$46,610

TAG Endorsement

Obtain TAG (Talented and Gifted) endorsement for all classroom teachers to allow
for flexibility in the instructional schedule and gifted delivery model; equip the
teaching staff to challenge all students at the appropriate levels; and increase the
rigor of instruction to improve student achievement.

$125,751

Northview HS

Shakerag ES

Grant Funds
Awarded

Northeast Learning Community Total $714,882
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Seed Fund Awards Spring 2014
Northwest Learning Community
School

Hembree
Springs ES

Milton HS

Mountain Park ES

Roswell North ES

Project Title

Project Description

Grant Funds
Awarded

Professional
Development:
Investing in
Our Staff

Deliver a systematic program for professional development (PD) built around
the three focus areas of curriculum, instructional strategies and collaboration.
The PD will leverage best-in-class experts who lecture, utilize modeling, small
group observations and other individualized approaches. The PD will increase
the collaborative initiatives, both vertical and lateral, to incorporate data-driven
instruction and analysis across subject areas.

$47,000

Science Lab:
Investing in
Our Students

Create a laboratory in which integrated science lessons and experiments will allow
students to synthesize skills learned in all disciplines. Students will have the
opportunity to design investigations, engage in scientific reasoning, manipulate
equipment, record data, analyze results, and discuss their findings.

$87,758

Transportation:
Investing in
Our Families

Support student achievement through increased family engagement among parents
who are not typically engaged by providing these parents transportation to school
events such as: Open House, Curriculum Night, Parent Workshops, Curriculum
Showcase, and Volunteer Day.

$5,000

Tomorrow
Begins Today

Implement two new initiatives: Early Release and Peer Leadership. The Early
Release initiative will allow time for staff development based on identified teacher
needs and targeted student activities such as SAT preparation and hands-on
teaming activities. Development of a Peer Leadership class will allow students
a technologically flexible way to build leadership and teaming skills during their
junior year to prepare for school leadership roles during senior year.

$114,116

Schoolwide
Enrichment
Model

Provide a daily 50-minute enrichment period for all students during which students
will participate in Project Based Learning (PBL) based on science and social
studies units planned collaboratively by Talented and Gifted (TAG) and general
education teachers. Students will learn higher level thinking strategies, engage
in collaborative problem-solving, and develop deeper understanding of skills and
concepts.

$147,684

Full "STEAM"
Ahead

Incorporating a STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Math)
framework to increase learning outcomes for students by adding a 45 minute
STEAM time block into each grade's schedule, during which students will engage
in project based learning lessons and activities centered around the STEAM
framework.

$147,558

Northwest Learning Community Total $549,116

Additional materials and resources on Fulton County Schools’ Seed Fund
is available at: http://www.fultonschools.org/en/about/charter/Pages/SeedFund.aspx.
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